The Community Engaged Scholars Network (CESN) serves faculty, researchers, and teaching staff at UWM who are committed to campus-community partnerships, community-based research, service-learning, and other forms of public scholarship and engagement. The network serves as a forum for information sharing regarding funding opportunities, colleague and community collaboration, recognition events, conference RFPs, and other pertinent items for members of the UWM community who play a key role in helping the institution fulfill its civic mission. Send questions to Laurie Marks at lmarks@uwm.edu.

**Featured Project and CESN Member**

On February 24, 2019, a group of high school students, undergraduates, graduate students, professional archaeologists, descendants, and community members from the Milwaukee area presented brief papers during a symposium entitled *People, Place, and Their Pasts: Social Archaeology at Schlitz Audubon*—the culminating event of an 18-month pilot project into early Euro-American farmsteaders who lived on what is now Schlitz Audubon Nature Center.

The Milwaukee Community Archaeology Project (MCAP) aims to examine the long term social and environmental changes of the greater Milwaukee area through archaeological, historical, and other research methods while involving the public at all stages of the research process to the greatest extent possible. The MCAP is a collaborative effort between the Schlitz Audubon Nature Center, Cardinal Stritch University’s School of Continuing and Online Learning, and UW-Milwaukee.

**Featured CESN Member**

David Pacifico (Ph.D) is an anthropological archaeologist and ethnographer who has taught and published on ancient neighborhoods as well as the public value of archaeology. Much of his fieldwork has taken place in Peru via the *Proyecto Arqueologico del Interior de Casma - Casma Hinterland Archaeological Project* (PAIC-CHAP). However, following short experiences with archaeological projects studying New Orleans and Chicago and after teaching for more than a year on urban anthropology in the US and France, David began working toward a long-term goal of running a local community-based archaeological project in his own community as General Director Milwaukee Community Archaeology Project. At UWM, Pacifico serves as an Assistant Professor in Art History and directs the Emile H. Mathis Gallery and UWM Art Collection.
Upcoming Events at UWM

Please join us for the annual **Flourish Fest Participatory Exhibition** in the Union Art Gallery from 1pm to 4pm on Sunday, June 2nd. Flourish Fest is the culminating event of the UWM Student Artist in Residence Program in which five Peck School of the Arts students have been living and working in Milwaukee Area retirement communities all year long. Residents from Eastcastle Place, St. John's on the Lake, Ovation Chai Point, and Luther Manor will be engaging visitors with all forms of their creative endeavors including vinyl cut portraiture, a scene from play written collaboratively between a student and a resident, and an installation of letters between an older adult and elementary school student. For more information about the event, please contact Molly Hassler (mhasilr@uwm.edu).

Publishing & Funding Opportunities

**Journals, Books, and Conference Papers**

- [Journal of Community Engagement and Scholarship](#), ongoing.
- [Journal of Higher Education Outreach and Engagement](#), ongoing.
- [Journal of Experiential Education](#), ongoing
- [Humanities in Public Life Series](#), ongoing

**Funding**

- [Wisconsin Campus Compact (WiCC) Program Innovation Mini-Grant Program](#), available now
- [Wisconsin Humanities Council Grant Program](#), Aug 15 and Dec 15 deadlines

**Conferences & Professional Development**

- [Midwest Region Campus Compact Conference](#) | May 30-31, 2019 | Minneapolis, MN
- [MSU Summer Intensive on Community-Engaged Scholarship](#) | June 3-7, 2019 | East Lansing, MI
- [2019 National Family and Community Engagement Conference](#) | July 10-12, 2019 | Reno, NV
- [Engagement Scholarship Consortium Annual Conference](#) | October 6-9, 2019 | Denver, CO
- [American Association for Adult + Continuing Education Conference](#) | October 8-11, 2019 | St. Louis, MO
- [PASCAL International Adult/Lifelong Learning Conference](#) | October 16-19, 2019 | Cork, Ireland
  - Call for Proposals – Deadline June 30, 2019
- [AACU Network for Academic Renewal Conference](#) | October 17-19, 2019 | San Antonio, TX
- [Imagining America’s 20th Anniversary National Gathering](#) | October 18-20, 2019 | Albuquerque, NM
- [Coalition of Urban and Metropolitan Universities Conference](#) | October 21-23, 2019 | Philadelphia, PA
- [IARSLCE 2019 Annual Conference](#) | October 23-25, 2019 | Albuquerque, NM
  - Call for Proposals – Deadline May 17, 2019